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About This Game

Face off against some of the greatest heroes of your age when you are called by the gods to participate in their twelve trials.
Coming from humble origins, and hailing from a tiny farming village, you will have to prove yourself worthy of godhood.

The Twelve Trials is a 160,000 word interactive fantasy novel by Douglas DiCicco, where your choices control the story. It's
entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

 Play as male, female, or non-binary.

 Defeat dragons and other monsters through brawn or wit.

 Romance a giant, a queen, a muse, and many others.

 Lead a revolution in an oppressed island.

 Find hope for starving villagers in a remote colony.

Complete the Twelve Trials, and Become A God!
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It's usefull, especially for those who have experience with more professional art software, this can keep you focused on the
small pixely nature of a sprite versus the more artistic flowing freedom of a bust graphic, or face graphic. Kind of kerjiggering
an MV base into it to work on some MV stuff, but this is definately a helping hand with keeping things together.

WARNING: The biggest resource this has, is its own tools and layout systems. Do not buy if your expecting to use this primarily
as a generator usng the included parts, you will be dissapointed, But please do take some time to look at them for inspiration,
they can help with your designs, especially if your new to spriting.. Very immersive experience, really brings you into the story.
Good game mechanics. If you like story-based games you would enjoy this game.. When I first played Men of Valor some years
back I was amazed by how realistic the game felt, between the constant ambushes to the jungles of Vietnam itself. Now that it's
on Steam and with a slightly more powerful PC I been playing the game on the highest resolution and realize how new yet still
amazing it feels to go back into the game.. Soooo... Someone made this, Like put effort into this game, and maybe was proud of
it. And then I bought it. So I guess I'm the only one to blame for how I feel after playing this game.

If you want waste a dollar, I would say having more fun with it. For example you could buy a can of soda, or a candy bar. OR
you could roll it up really tight bend over and shove it up yourself. All would be more enjoyable than this game.

10/10 would feel deep disappointment and regret again.. Really good little game, thanks to French Stream Zerator, who make
discover this game at his community :)
pew pew pew. Part of the, "My Girlfriend's Games" series.

She loves this one. Finds the characters cute and the game play is a great puzzle variety.

"Fun Colors.", "Don't quote me.", "It's so cute.", "Fun Teamwork\/Team building game!", "Has everything I want in a game.".

10\/10
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A few years ago I found this game on the play store, so I downloaded it for my phone. It was pretty good for a mobile game, the
controls were good, graphics were ok, and it was fun in general; but one day the servers shut down for no apparent reason, and
the game told me to get the (not free) PC version instead. A few days ago I bought that version; given that it's an "early access"
and therefore supposedly still in development, I expected the game to have improved, but no,everything was the same.

Not only that, but the porting to computers (or at least OSX) is horrible, in my operative system (which the game claims to be
compatible with) it is not possible to shoot and constrol the plane at the same time, this causes the computer to show you all your
alt tabs and the desktop at once, and you have to click on the game's tab again to continue playing, this means that it is not
possible to shoot and adjust your aim at the same time. Furthermore, it doesn't seem to be possible to change the key bindings to
avoid this problem.

The game itself is fun, but there are free alternatives that are way better, like warthunder, the only reason I bought this game
was because of nostalgia and because said alternatives refuse to run on my computer for unknown reasons.. Kesinlike hayatımd
gördüğüm en iyi indie oyunlardan. Ya şunların tatlılığına bakın. harika bir kale savunma/atak oyunu. kesinlike almaya değer..
Well, I've just played Bird Watcher and I quite enjoyed it. Okay, it's not Dear Esther, but the story was engaging, it was visually
interesting, and there was a tiny bit of challenge, which for me was perfect - I don't like to work hard. ;)

For those who complain about the dialogue being "emotionless" - excuse me? I didn't find that at all. It was very expressive. As
for the pronunciation - hey, English Second Language. It was fine. I'd like to hear you have a crack at her native language.

It's an inexpensive game that looks nice, plays nice and if you like walking sims, it's worth the price.. When I first found this
game I immediately thought of Monkey Island 3.
The drawing style is very similar, so is the music, and also the interaction menu ("look at" "talk to" "take").
Monkey Island 3 is my favourite Monkey Island, and one of the best point-and-click adventure games.
Best one is of course The Longest Journey, but it's not the same category (whacky adventure games). TLJ is lot more serious.

This game obviously didn't have the same budget as Monkey Island, but it's very good despite that.

Highly recommended for anyone who loves old school point-and-click adventure games.
Much better than Broken Age from Tim Schafer !. Job well done. While I have been waiting anxiously for this game to come
out for years due to its unique storyline and well though out characters, I can't help but be really disappointed with Act I. The
bulk of the game is essentially the free demo and maybe 30 minutes play time after that with an extremely short scene (around 5
minutes at best for each) with your selected romantic interest at the end. While I was really upset with the shortness of Act I, I'm
still hopeful that Act II will have more CGs and actualy scenes.

This is not to say that the game is not good because it truly is. I just feel really upset with how little content this game has (even
if the price is low).. This game was really fun. I loved everything about it, to be honest.. Good Software Indeed. Very versatile
and easy to use.. I really like the Faeria Devs and I have all Faeria DLCs.
I didn't get the 5 Mythic Chests and the Double XP feature doesn't seems to be working. When I win a game the XP Bar fills the
same amount as before buying this DLC.
Do I need to uninstall the game to get the new features? Logout?
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